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May 2011 Next Meeting: May 18th, 2011  AMA Chartered Club # 139 
 

Web Site: http://flypcc.org/  Field Phone: 650-712-4423 
 

President Dennis Lowry 415-285-4496 dlowry@groupdelphi.com 
Vice President Oliver Salles 650-375-1960 N.A. 
Secretary Mike Solaegui 415-314-6261 mikes@perfectedgecutlery.com 
Treasurer Greg Romine 650-736-7230 gsromine@stanford.edu 
Field Safety Officer / Webmaster Matt Abram 415-370-3323 matt@matt-abrams.com 
Membership Chairman Ellsworth Crowell 650-591-0851 N.A. 
Editor Brian Chan 650-577-0687 pcceditor@gmail.com 

WHAT’S HAPPENING @ PCC 
   Editor   

MATT ABRAM WILL TAKE OVER AS 
PCC WEB MASTER ON MAY 1ST. 

THANK YOU, PETE JOHNSON FOR 
HIS BRILLIANT EFFORT ON 

BRINGING THE PCC WEB SITE TO 
THE 21ST CENTURY! 

 
LETTERS FROM THE STUDENTS AT 
OCEANA HIGH SCHOOL. 

 

 
 
CLEAR DA PROP! 

Dennis Lowry 
 
Hello Gentlemen.   

I am sending Brian two letters from the Oceana Interim 
students.  Thanks to the team who donated their time to make 
it successful, and to those who wanted to but didn’t get 
hooked up.  All our education efforts are for the best.  If you 
missed Oceana, and would still like to help, contact Mike 
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Nadler who continues on with the STEM project in the South 
Bay, he can use your help and your donations. 

Now; it’s time to come out to the May meeting and be heard.  
There is a movement afoot to refurbish the runway, and if this 
thing takes off, it will involve everybody with no exceptions. 
To bring you up to speed, I had contacted our landlord earlier 
in the year, and he was not in favor of us doing anything to 
the field.  But with the prompting of several members, I have 
now contacted him again, and he is a little more receptive.  
Time changes all things. 

I recently told him that at our Interim field trip visit to Eddie 
Andreini’s hangar, Ken and I asked Eddie about working the 
earth under the runway for us.  He replied favorably.  So, now 
John is going to talk with Eddie, and we’ll see where it goes 
from there. 

How will this involve you?  If you, the members, decide to 
undertake the effort, the work will be to roll up the Astroturf, 
stow it to the side, and wait for Eddie to turn the soil for 
drying.   Then we wait for it to dry, a month, maybe more 
with no runway.  Then once Eddie grades it flat, we replace 
the Astroturf, stretch it, and nail it down.  Simple: but it will 
not happen without everybody.   

Last item to consider is the cost.  There are partial solutions 
on the table, but none that are completely hashed out and 
consented to.  The board has heard some possibilities, good 
ones in fact, but we need to discuss it all in the general 
meeting. 

Note that our rules don’t require consensus on voting, up or 
down on a project like this, but the board has been clear that 
we will not undertake this project without strong membership 
support.   In this case, that will need to be physical and 
financial. 

So, on that positive note, come out and speak up.  This could 
be a very good thing, but it’s up to you. 

Dennis 

FLOAT FLY INFORMATION 
Jake Chichilitti  

 
Ray Squires and I are planning a float fly at Lake Hennessey 
on June 25th the last Saturday of June. 

Also there will be a Red Bluff Float Fly beginning of July 14 
and ending on July 17. 

This is a major event and is always a great time.   

See page 159 of the May issue of Model Aviation for 
details.  The listing is in the lower right hand corner. 

Are any of you interested in going to Red Bluff?  

I would like to go and share expenses with someone.  

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 
May 
1 Pacific Coast Dream Machine, HMB 10:00 – 16:00 
5 PCC Oceana Indoor event, $10.00/pilot starts at 6:00 
8 Mother’s Day, Don’t forget!!! 
18 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room 
21-22  PCC Field Work Days. All members are requested to    

be there!! 
30 Memorial Day 
 
June 
11 Warbird Fly-In, SCCMAS, Morgan Hill, 9am- 4 pm 
15 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room 
25 Float Fly at Lake Hennessey, Contact Jake for info. 
 
More events schedule  information can be obtain from 
Northern California R/C Society  NCRCS at 
http://www.NCRCS.com 

 
TOP GUN 2011 

Jean-Franscois (Jeff) Bobo 
 

Top Gun 2011 is over! All competitors are back home, with 
plenty of souvenirs in their eyes, and pockets full of cash for 
some of them (first prize in Expert was $1,000 !). For me, I 
have to survive with a cup and a cap with Top Gun logo, but 
it is enough! More than 100 scale aircraft were competing in 
6 categories: 

-  Masters (original design, full scratch, the builder has to be 
the pilot) 

- Experts (possibility for commercial design, but 
craftsmanship is rewarded). This is my category. 

-  Team (pilot and builder(s) may be different persons) 

-  Pro Am Sport & Pro Am Pro : the competitor does not need 
to build or paint/finish anything. 

-  Unlimited: the only thing requested is that the team wear a 
uniform. The origin of the budget may be whatever (US, 
foreign...). Simplified static rules, big bucks models are 
expected in Unlimited. 

Static rules are the only difference between categories. In 
flight, everyone has the same rule, with 3 to 5 flight lines, two 
judges per line, and up to 5 planes in flight at the same time. 9 
maneuvers have to be performed. 4 are imposed: take off, low 
speed/altitude straight line, high speed low altitude straight 
line, landing. The other 5 maneuvers have to be chosen by the 
pilot. due to the nasty gusty crosswind of the first days, all 
take offs were scored 10. 
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I presented my P51D (the same I used in Poland at the 2010 
World Championship). I gave her some improvements 
(sliding canopy, improved flight controls...). My flight 
program is composed of a loop, a roll, a Derry turn and a 
split-s. I tried 4 point roll at the first two flights, but it was not 
a success. I tried a reverse half cuban eight, no good either. At 
the last flight, I did an inverted flight. Simple maneuver that 
always pays! If I did it at each flight, my score would be 
higher! 

Anyhow, despite these minor flight errors, I finish 6th in 
static and 11th in flight (22 competitors). Final ranking is 7th. 
Cool: TOP GUN - TOP TEN! 

Every year, the best model (or rather the owner) is rewarded 
by Mr. Top Gun prize. This year, like in 2010, Dave Wigley 
got it with his gorgeous Westland Wyvern S4 with 
contra-rotating props.. 

 
The tent of the "Bobo team". From left to right : Jake (PCC), 
my coach,, and two swedish friends Lars and Rolf who did 
the trip from their country to share this event, John (PCC), me 
(PCC), Marc (from Canada), Keith (PCC). All these people 
have been great support for me. 

Public/Pit area. Rather crowded on Saturday, calm the rest of 
the time/ Each competitor may obtain a rental tent from Frank 
Tiano Enterprises. 

 
The Westland Wyvern S4 with contra-rotating props. Mr. Top 
Gun '11. 

 
Jake and Jeff in US Navy Academy uniform preparing one of 
the last flight rounds. 

 

The following pages are from the 
Outreach News by Noel Eberhardt. 
(yes he got name wrong!) 
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Outreach News...  
    A report on collaboration between NASA, SBSS, PCC and SAM21

March & April 2011

Cooperative and Interrelated Outreach Activities
NASA Ames Research Center, South Bay Soaring Society (SBSS), Pacific Coast 
Channel Commanders (PCC) and SAM-21(Society of Antique Modelers) 

During March and April, we had three outreach 
activities that quite ironically were interrelated by 
chance.  Through my membership in SAM-21 I 
was introduced to PCC’s upcoming week long 
model aviation presentation to Pacifica’s Oceana 
High School.  Unfortunately, I was only able to 
participate two days.  However, during the NASA 
tour for the Oceana students I met NASA’s Dr. 
William Warmbrodt and Ashley Pete, a VTOL 
simulation project leader and mentor for NASA 
interns.  

However, having membership in SBSS I invited 
Ashley Pete and her interns on behalf of SBSS to 
experience introductory R/C sailplane flying as a 
return gesture for NASA’s fantastic tour tour for the 
Oceana students. SBSS maintains a fleet of trainer 
planes and transmitters.  The interns flying venture 
turned out to be a truly mutually enjoyable 
experience.  We’re both planning on doing this 
again with Ashley’s next group of interns.  

What is particularly gratifying for me is the 
realization we modelers of all three clubs (PCC, 
SAM-21 and SBSS) share a mutual interest in 
outreach.  Ironically, during our NASA tour Dr. 
William Warmbrodt told us about the President’s 
mandate to NASA for education outreach.  NASA 
is seeking high school candidates to apply for their 

internship program to encourage STEM studies 
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Math).  

Gosh, what synergy and common interest between 
these four groups!  It’s my hope and my effort to 
pursue a SAM-21 colleague’s suggestion, 
“Maybe we should form an outreach collaborative 
with Bay Area  AMA clubs!”  

It’d be great to turn an outreach program with 
community give-back into a win-win opportunity to 
possibly open up some new flying sites.  

Noel Eberhardt

P.S.  Thanks and appreciation to all you that in any way contributed 
to these outreach activities especially Dennis Lowry, Jake 
Chichiletti, Greg Norsworthy, Mike Pavick, Bob Brown, Brian Chan, 
Bruce & Aaron Lewis, Jerry Heimbecker, Dr. William Warmbrodt, 
Ashley Pete, and the numerous others I overlooked to mention...  
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Oceana High School, Pacifica, CA
A week long model aviation introduction program organized and funded by PCC 
(Pacific Channel Commanders) 

Classroom, March 28th....
On Monday March 28th was spent in a classroom building AMA Cubs in 
the morning.  For many students it was their first experience building 
models and reading drawings.  In the afternoon the Cubs were taken to 
the gymnasium for flying.  A repair table was busy for those Cubs 
needing fixing and adjustments.  PCC brought several indoor electric 
models for students to experience indoor powered flying. 

Model construction definitely was a challenge for many students, but a 
learning experience on reading drawings, materials, assembly and 
necessities for flight.  

The planes from these two students flew very well.  A reward was 
presented to the student having the longest flight time.  
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Oceana High Schooler’s in front of 1/3 scale model of space shuttle that was used for wind tunnel tests.  In 
background is the world’s largest wind tunnel, a cavernous 80’ x 120’.  The tour included a visit inside the 
wind tunnel, a presentation by Dr. Warmbodt and Ashley Pete on their VTOL simulation program, seeing the 
vertical flight simulator, and NASA’s robotic laboratory for high schools.   (Brian Chan photo)

Blackhawk helicopter, one of two fully 
instrumented for research, particularly for 
studies on simplifying operation of 
sophisticated and complicated systems. 

Dr. William Warmbrodt explaining the Yamaha R/C  
helicopter used for scaled down research testing.  
Dr. Warmbrodt enthusiastically supports the 
President’s mandate for NASA to pursue 
education outreach and seeks motivated and 
interested high schoolers to seek NASA 
internships

Robotics laboratory.  This lab is set up and fully 
equipped for dedicated high school groups to 
come in to learn, design and build a robot for 
annual interscholastic competition.  

March 29th, Oceana’s tour of NASA Ames
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April 24th, SBSS introduces NASA Ames Interns to R/C Sailplanes

As a return gesture for the NASA Ames and Dr. Warmbrodt’s gracious and educational tour to the Oceana 
H.S., SBSS invited the NASA interns under the tutelage of Ashley Pete to introduce all to their first real, 
hands-on R/C flying experience.  SBSS maintains several trainer planes and transmitters with buddy boxes for 
the sole purpose of introducing and training newcomers to model aviation and R/C flying.  Thanks to all the 
SBSS’er volunteers who brought out several Vistas, a winch, and all kinds of coaching expertise.  We really 
enjoyed teaching the interns, but more importantly the grins and smiles worn by the interns were wonderfully 
rewarding for us.  
SBSS’s biggest reward was a request from Ashley Pete who requested if she could bring her next group of 
NASA interns for flying experience.  And SBSS gave her a standing, open invitation for complimentary 
introduction and training flying - the same as we offer to the public.  

NASA interns Akash Patal, Ashley Pete (the intern’s mentor), Sachira 
Udunuwarage (& hubby Orlando), and Fernando Costa with SBSS’s Vista 
trainer planes.  This was the first R/C flight experience for all.  

Fernando on buddy box with instructor 
Greg Norsworthy on master.

Sachira, Ashley & instructor 
Mike Pavick.  Ashley’s 
expression reveals her 
satisfaction with her first level, 
prolonged flight.

Ashley, Sachira & instructor Mike 
Pavick.  Sachira did very well - and 
hopefully will continue flying R/C!

Akash on the buddy box picking 
up flight experience.  
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Team Bobo at Top Gun 2011. 

 
The Costa’s visiting Jeff and Jake at Top Gun. 

 
Brian Halkett’s Horten XVI at Los Banos Scale fun fly. 

 

 
Horten XVI in the air. Pretty, isn’t it? 

 
PCC chat room.  

 
Alonzo joins in the live (ly) chat room!! 
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Alien landed? No Mike mowed footpaths on the field so it is 
easier to get to the downed planes. Thanks, Mike. 

 
Another view of the footpaths. 

 
Brian’s re-spoilered E-Paragon. Ready for ALES contests. 

 
Jeff and his Top Gun P-51 at PCC. 
 

 
 
Jeff got more than a mug and a hat from the trip to Top Gun! 
(photo taken somewhere in Texas, but luckily, he escaped 
with no jail time!) 
 

Jeff’s new toy, powered with a Moki! This might erase the 
bad memory in Texas! 
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Next Meeting: Wednesday, May 18th, 2011, 7:30 p.m.  
Field work day: May 21st and 22nd. Don’t miss it! No Flying till the work is done. 
 
 


